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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  

 

 

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

Gallup US Job Creation (8:30am) 
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Let's start as usual with the key planning quotes from last night: 

At this point, we've rapidly and successfully achieved our expected upside 

confluence target and at this point, we're playing 1,980 and 2,000 as a 

neutral pivot.  If the market breaks firmly above the 50 day EMA, then 

expect it to trade up toward 2,060.  Otherwise, be neutral/cautious here 

ahead of a possible stall/pullback down away from 1,980 to 1,945 again. 

We tend to expect RANGE DAYS to develop after Trend Days, especially those as powerful as 

yesterday. 

With Range Days, we identify them early as they either have no opening gap, or one so small 

that it is filled within the first hour of the trading day.  We had a tiny downside gap that was 

filled almost instantly (odds favor Range Day) and the peak at new highs - as I posted on 

StockTwits and Twitter (@afraidtotrade) live - was accompanied with NEGATIVE Breadth and 

Momentum divergences.  This suggested caution and our favored Range Day Outcome (which 

is also precisely what I discussed pre-market with the Morning Market Briefing with 

TradeStation). 

We were to play both sides of the market with a slight bearish tilt into the upper resistance 

area which is the logic that gave rise to the first trade's "flag" breakdown opportunity. 

Do note the positive dual divergence at the session low that sparked two opportunities to 

trade long (bullishly) into the market internal and momentum divergences (see 1-min chart).  

Once again, your stop-loss strategy meant the difference between a winning and losing trade.  

An early entry failed to generate instant profits on a reversal, so you had to hold through a 

small bear trap mid-day.  Otherwise the later divergence was stronger and did mark the 

bottom (reversal) of the market.  That was our Trade #2 

Finally, we tried to short-sell into the upper Bollinger with Divergences for Trade #3 into 

$198.00 but the trade officially failed to reach its full target of a retest of the lower Bollinger 

Band.  We had to bail on the trade with whatever profit we achieved on the break above the 

falling trendline as shown on the 1-min chart.  

The session took a bullish turn into the close without many opportunities to get long. 
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October 5 Power Trenders Strong Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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October 5 Power Trenders Weak Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength laggards (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to short-sell retracements or breakdowns in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is weak 

tends to get weaker (stocks hemorrhaging money flow tend to continue with weak/bearish money flow).  Right now 

these would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan 

list for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending lower, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a falling moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Money Flow Market Grid Update 

 

As was expected, stocks stalled - with divergences - into resistance and traded lower during 

today's Range Day session. 

Gold caught a bid once again, surging into the $1,150 area as expected from our Weekly 

Intermarket Analysis report. 

Oil - perhaps most surprisingly today - broke above $47.00 into the expected (we knew it 

would break out eventually) breakout impulse, triggering a short-squeeze that propelled price 

near $49.00. 

Finally, the US Dollar Index slid lower in its ongoing trading range - with weaker economic data 

and further evidence if not proof that the Fed WILL NOT raise rates in 2015 (they can't). 
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Possible Reversal for Exxon-Mobil (XOM) 

 

Strong Downtrending Stock (Dow Jones Component) Exxon-Mobil (like a few other energy/oil 

stocks) surged higher off a lengthy positive divergence pattern.  Share prices broke above first 

the 20 day EMA then today broke and closed strongly - on higher volume - above the 50 EMA. 

At a minimum, stop short-selling these names while price has broken above the 50 EMA and 

aggressive traders only can consider building positions for possible reversals higher in trend. 
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Game-Planning the 30-min Intraday @ES Chart 

 

The 30-min intraday chart gives us few levels to target in the @ES.  We'll start with the 

divergences into 1,980 and the expected retracement or swing lower for today.  We're 

cautious between 1,940's support (price could trade back toward this level) and 1,980's 

resistance (also a target if buyers create a support level soon). See the Daily Chart. 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

We expected price to rally up toward the falling 50 day EMA and it has successfully done so.  

At this point - as stated last night - we're neutral into the current target and will be 

cautious/bearish given the confluence of resistance into 1,980 (and 2,000 above it).   

Don't be a hero here - play within this trading range as highlighted and look to be 

long/bullishly IF buyers step in and trigger ANOTHER short-squeeze above 1,980 and 2,000. 


